
DELIVERING THE 
RIGHT EDUCATION 
AT THE RIGHT TIME 
IN THE RIGHT WAY



Our aim at 3•6•5 is to support salons both large and small 
and near and far.

With this in mind the 3•6•5 education program is broken down into a 
series of Education Units. Each unit has been assigned to a ‘Business 
Builder’ course and also to a Key area of Business Focus. This unitised 
format allows us to deliver our education to suit the needs of our 
members and their teams. It also allows us to deliver our education 
either digitally or in traditional classroom format.

Classroom Format education will be delivered at The Future Centre, our 
purpose built education facility in Aylesbury. All members are allocated a 
number of education units as part of their membership subscription.

SO HOW DOES OUR EDUCATION 
PROGRAM WORK?

G – Keeping Guests coming back

P – Building a Profitable Business

C – Building a Culture to be proud of 

F – Being Famous locally

M – Building a Motivated team

RS – Building Retail and long term Security.

• The Key Business Focuses are:

Our core education program consists of 7 individual courses 
known as Business Builders (BBs). Each BB contains a number of 
individual Education Units which allow us to deliver our education 
either digitally or in classroom format. Each Education unit will 
cover a specific Key Business focus.
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WHAT WILL BE COVERED IN EACH BUSINESS BUILDER?

Each Business Builder is made up of Education Units with 
subjects relating to the different Key Business Focuses. 
There are 21 Education Units across 7 Business Builders.

For example, there are four Education Units for 
Key Business Focus ‘G’ (Keeping Guests coming back). 
These four Education Units are part of BB1 and BB7 and 
are marked up in the matrix below as G1, G2, G3 and G4.

Discover all the Education Units in the matrix on the next page:

Ken West      Emma Stallard
Director of 3·6·5 Salon Education  Director of 3·6·5 Salon Education
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Subject Area (21 Education Units)
 Current 

BB
Unit Education Content

Guidelines to greatness/ tough love/Team agreement BB1 C1 If you have team that don’t really fit in, it’s often because they do not understand and buy into your culture. This unit will help them to understand the culture of a 365 salon and what sets them 
apart from their competition.

Performance trackers/Promotion criteria/One to Ones BB1 M1 stylists need to understand that they are in control of their success and their earnings potential. The performance tracker puts the power in their hands and also gives them the tools to get 
promoted 

An introduction to 5 step BB1 G1 It is vital that every member of your team understand the true meaning of amazing service. This unit will explain to your team exactly what is expected of them to deliver to every single guest.

Creating an effective wages system and price structure.
Column Building and Promotions 

BB2 P1
A simple and  easy to understand wages structure is vital for your team to truly appreciate how they are in control of their own earnings.  It also helps them to understand why they should 
never undersell their services and why price rises are so important to them. Promotions are a way of growing your business but they can be managed by you or your team. They also don’t need 
to involve any form of discount. How you promote your salon is a vital part of developing your brand.

Understanding Breakeven and why it constantly  
changes

BB2 P2 Every salon owner needs to understand how many guests they need to serve for their salon to break even. This number is constantly changes and is affected by many things. It needs to be 
reviewed every 12 weeks and is a vital number that helps you to understand the profit, or loss, you make from each guest that you serve.

Stylist Income Forecasting BB2 P3 No one has a crystal ball but predicting with reasonable accuracy the future income each individual in your team, and therefore the total income of your salon it vital to predict your profitability 
when planning for the future.

Carry out effective team meetings and let  
your team solve your problems
Recruitment and induction processes

BB3 C2
Your team can often be the key to solving most of the challenges within you business. Carrying out effective team meetings is the best way to get your team involved . This unit will tell you how 
to carry out a truly effective, problem solving team meeting. Your team could then solve your problems for you!
You get the team you deserve. You choose them and you choose to keep them. Recruitment is never as simple as advertising for a new team member. Choosing the right peg for the right hole 
and Setting them up to win is a never ending process. Or is it? Understanding why people really leave you could be the key to the process.

Management trackers/Performance  
standards/Advanced Promotion criteria

BB3 M2 Once your team are using performance trackers, the information they provide can be simply transferred to the  Management version. This will use your their figures to produce enlightening 
reports and information on your salon.  These will then enable you to manage and grow your individuals and your salon.

Creating a Cash-flow & Profit & Loss forecast BB3 P4 Good Cash flow is often the true indicator of a profitable salon. Without it you will always be living hand to mouth. Understanding and predicting your cash flow is an absolute must do for every 
salon owner. If you ever struggle to pay a bill on time then this unit is the one for you.

Your HR obligations, documentation and legal  
procedures

BB4 M3 legislation regarding HR issues is ever changing and it is vital that every salon owner and manger stays up to date with the latest information. This unit is delivered by our HR specialists who will 
help you to avoid making mistakes that can not only be very costly, but can even threaten you business long term.

Disciplinary and Grievance procedures BB4 M4 When managing  performance and behaviour it is vital to follow the correct procedure. This will avoid any possible issues should you ever need to terminate an individual’s employment

An introduction to  Social Media BB4 F1 To grow your salon you really need to understand your Publics and your Perfect guest. This unit will teach you the basics of PR and also how to start to work with social media to know where 
and how you can attract you ideal guest.

Stock management and how to structuring  
your accounts. Retail and merchandising

BB5 RS1

Stock management and control is vital not only for the efficient running of your business but can also have a massive impact on your cash-flow and your long term profitability. We will help 
you to understand how to manage stock on a day to day basis. We will also explain how your accountant  should deal with stock in your salons accounts so that you can truly understand the 
efficiency of your salon and increase your profitability.
Retail is a vital part of any salon business and can greatly increase your profitability. It can also have a massive impact on guest loyalty . This unit will share the tips and tricks of major retailers 
and help you to master the art of merchandising  to increase your sales.

Key result areas of your business and   
Management performance standards

BB5 P5 Your business can be analysed into Key areas that each affect the results of your business. It is vital that all of these areas are managed and have their own set of performance standards on 
which the individuals responsible for them can be measured and rewarded.

Public Relations/Hard marketing Marketing/Websites BB5 F2 Although the world seems to believe that Social Media is the answer to everything,  conventional PR and what we refer to as Hard marketing, still play a key role in growing your brand. As does 
your website which is a  window to your business and can often sends the wrong messages to potential guests. This unit will help you with all of these topics.

Time management and how to place the right  
people into the right roles

BB6 C3
There is an art to time management and understanding where are the right places to focus your valuable time. We will also share with you two tried and tested tools. One to help you to 
understand why some team members appear to never achieve what you think they could. The other to help you to breakdown and understand the challenges and opportunities for your 
business and each and every member of your team.

The dangers of discounting and how your mix  
of team and guests will affect your business
Understanding and interpreting your accounts

BB6 P6
Over the past few years our strategy has been to move away from discounting as a way to grow a business. We will explain why we have done this and share with you the reasons why 
discounting could devastate your business. We will also share the strategies behind different types of promotions to enable you to make your own decisions. 
To most salon owners their accounts are a total mystery and they only look at one figure! The bottom line. This is only one number and yet your accounts are a mine of information that is  vital 
to help you to make minor changes that can have a massive impact of your future profits.  This  unit is designed to totally take away the mystery of your accounts.

Evolution Coaching, a programme for creating  
opportunities for your team

BB6 M5
Every member of your team is an individual. They each have different skills, aspirations and coaching needs. Evolution coaching is a self contained system for growing each and every member 
of your team and even yourself. People leave salons because of opportunities elsewhere. If they can always see opportunities and an exciting future with you, then they are less likely to look 
elsewhere. 

Reservations/Guest retention/plugging the leaks BB7 G2 A receptionist answers the phone. A Preservationist should increase your salon’s productivity, your individual team members productivity, your salons efficiency, the profile of your brand,  the 
profitability of your salon and so much more. They could be your greatest asset of your greatest liability. This unit could help any receptionist to become their salons greatest asset. 

5 Step Touchpoints , taking 5 Step to a new level  
for your experienced stylists

BB7 G3 Once an experienced stylist has mastered the art of 5 Step and built a large regular guest list, they sometimes struggle to know how to inspire their guests and to continue to grow. 
Touchpoints takes the art of 5 step to a whole new level which is designed to stretch their talents and inspire their guest to remain faithful for life.

SOS, a total system to enable your salon to  
work without you

BB7 RS2 Every salon owner’s dream is that one day their business could function without them. Sudden illness could also make this vital. Your Salon Operating system will ensure that everything is in 
place to enable others to run or expand your business whilst you step back.



MONTHLY SUBSCRIPTION STRUCTURESO HOW DOES THE 3•6•5 MEMBERSHIP WORK?

3·6·5 Membership is available in three different types:
Core Membership, Graduate Membership and Bespoke Membership.

£149 per month plus vat.

Includes:
- 12 Education Units per year.

We would expect a Core Member 
to take approximately 2 years to 
complete the core Business Builder 
programme and to therefore use 
21 Education Units in total. 
(Extra additional Education Units 
are available to purchase if required, 
for use by the member or their team, 
at £50 plus vat. per unit.)

£99 plus vat. per month plus £1,000 per day, plus travel expenses, plus vat. 
(Minimum commitment of three days per year).

A limited number of personalised coaching days will be available per year. Education 
will be delivered by a relevant member of our 3•6•5 coaching team. Bespoke members 
will also benefit from all web and office based support available to other membership 
types. In addition, each day will be personally tailored to either their business needs or 
the needs of their teams. Bespoke members will also be able to buy extra Education 
Units for themselves or their team.

Plus we also have a very limited number 
of ‘Bespoke Membership’ days 

available for those who would prefer 
one-to-one bespoke education.

£149 per month plus vat.

Includes:
- 12 Education Units per year.

This Business Builder programme 
has been broken down into a series 
of Education Units. Graduate 
members can choose to cherry pick 
individual units, topics, or focus on 
a particular area of their business. 
They may wish to revisit specific 
topics, or share units with their team 
members. The Education Units can 
also be used to access Portfolio 
Education. Additional Education 
Units are available to purchase at 
£50 plus vat. per unit.

Core membership:

Bespoke membership:

Graduate membership:

There are three levels of membership currently available in 3•6•5.

•  Core Members, who will work through the ‘Business Builder’ 
program in a carefully curated fashion, working their way through 
each ‘Business Builder’ in order. Each ‘Business Builder’ is designed 
to be covered in the equivalent of one day’s classroom education. 
Each day will contain approx. 3 units. Core Members are allocated 12 
Education Units to use per calendar year. Most core members take 
approximately 2 years to complete the Business Builder program. 
This is not because it takes 2 years to complete the program, but 
because it takes time to implement the changes that you will wish 
to make in your salon with the information you have gained from 
each Business Builder.

•  Graduate Members, who are members that have completed the 
core ‘Business Builder’ program, have the option of either revisiting 
a complete ‘Business Builder’ or they can revisit selected Units that 
are relevant to the current needs of themselves and their teams. 
Graduate members are allocated 12 Education Units per calendar 
year and can also use their allocated Education Units to attend any 
of our Specialist Courses, details of which 
are available from the 3•6•5 team.

•  Bespoke Members, who receive personalised coaching delivered 
in a bespoke daily format.

All members will have access to telephone support during office 
hours from the 3·6·5 team, access to the members only area of 
3·6·5hair.com, access to the members only 3·6·5 Salon Owners and 
Managers closed Facebook group, plus the rights to use the 3·6·5 
model collection and the ability to create and purchase personalised 
marketing materials using these images.

Plus we also run Specialist Courses, for Reservationists, Managers, 
Stylists and of course Salon Owners focusing on key areas of 
business which are also available. These courses are all assigned 
an Education Unit value. Please contact the 3·6·5 team for further 
information and availability.

Please speak to the 3•6•5 team who are trained to help you 
and your team to get the greatest value from your membership.
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FAQS

How many Education Units will I have to use each year?

Core and Graduate members will be allocated 12 Education Units 
to use per year.

What happens when I have used all of my Education Units?

Extra units will be available for you to purchase at the current rate of 
£50 per unit. (This rate currently applies to Core, Graduate and 
Bespoke members).

What happens to units regarding new members joining mid year?

New members will be allocated units pro rata to their joining date.

Can unused units be carried forward into next year?

Any unused units cannot be carried forward into the next 
membership year.

How can I use my Education Units?

Education Units can be used to access education either online to 
watch or in classroom (when available). All Classroom BB education 
and Specialist Courses will be assigned a unit value.

Will digital education content be available to download?

Because of copyright issues, most education will only be accessible on 
365hair.com via a secure link. This link will be given to you when you 
book to access specific Education Units. Some support materials may 
be available to download but will also be protected by copyright and, as 
per your original membership agreement, for 3•6•5 members’ use only. 
3•6•5 content is developed solely for the benefit of the members of 
our club and any member found sharing 3•6•5 content will have their 
membership cancelled.

How will I know which Education Units are right for me to watch 
or attend?

Core members will be recommended to follow a curated route through 
the Education Units that the BBs consist of. The core BB program is 
made up of 21 units, varying in length depending on the content 
covered by the unit.

Graduate members will have access to all of the BB units and any 
Specialist Units or Courses provided by 3•6•5.

Although a full list of these units will be published, the best way to decide 
what units would benefit you most is to discuss your current needs with 
the 3•6•5 team who will recommend the appropriate units for you.
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3•6•5 is here for you, now and always

Speak to the 3•6•5 team who are trained 
to help you and your team to get the greatest value 

from your membership.

T: 0845 659 0015

E: hello@365hair.com

W: 365hair.com
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